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Abstract
At the University of Twente the service mathematics courses all form “the mathematics line”, meant
to be a series of cohesive courses that form a strong basis on which all the technical programmes can
build. After their first year most students at UT have had the same mathematics topics. Meanwhile
the Twente Educational Model (TEM or TOM) organizes the teaching into modules that have a
thematic coherence around disciplinary courses culminating into a project. So the mathematics line
and the modular structure of TOM exist in tension with one another where the teaching of any one
topic, linear algebra and calculus, is the same for all disciplines but is simultaneously supposed to be
part of several very different modules simultaneously. One means of alleviating this tension is to use
“case studies” which are contextualised problems addressed outside the standard lecture-tutorial
schedule aimed at linking the mathematical topic with the discipline. In this 4TU.AMI talk we shall
present and discuss several of the existing case studies as illustration of the process.
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